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Abstract

COVID-19 forecasting models have been used to inform de-
cision making around resource allocation and intervention de-
cisions e.g., hospital beds or stay-at-home orders. State of the
art deep learning models often use multimodal data such as
mobility or socio-demographic data to enhance COVID-19
case prediction models. Nevertheless, related work has re-
vealed under-reporting bias in COVID-19 cases as well as
sampling bias in mobility data for certain minority racial and
ethnic groups, which could in turn affect the fairness of the
COVID-19 predictions along race labels. In this paper, we
show that state of the art deep learning models output mean
prediction errors that are significantly different across racial
and ethnic groups; and which could, in turn, support unfair
policy decisions.
We also propose a novel de-biasing method, DemOpts, to in-
crease the fairness of deep learning based forecasting models
trained on potentially biased datasets. Our results show that
DemOpts can achieve better error parity that other state of
the art de-biasing approaches, thus effectively reducing the
differences in the mean error distributions across more racial
and ethnic groups.

1 Introduction
Forecasting the number of COVID-19 cases, hospitaliza-
tions or deaths is crucial to inform decision making. For
example, COVID-19 forecasts can be used by hospitals to
evaluate medical needs and required resources such as sup-
plies or beds; or by public health officials to inform closure
policies at various geographical scales. In the US, COVID-
19 forecasts have been used at the state and county levels
to inform social distancing or masking, such as the pub-
licly available forecasts on the COVID-19 Forecast Hub that
the CDC routinely uses in their communications (for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention 2023; CDC 2020).

Related work for the past three years has shown a diverse
variety of COVID-19 forecasting approaches, from compart-
mental models (Zou et al. 2020; Pei and Shaman 2020) to
statistical (Chiang, Liu, and Mohler 2020; Galasso, Cao,
and Hochberg 2022) or deep learning methods (Arik et al.
2020a; Zhang-James et al. 2021; Le et al. 2020a; Lucas, Va-
hedi, and Karimzadeh 2023a). These models, always trained
with past COVID-19 cases publicly available from, for ex-
ample, NYT or JHU (Times 2021; Dong, Du, and Gardner

2020), frequently use complementary datasets with the ob-
jective of improving forecasting accuracy. In fact, analysing
the forecasting models from over 50 teams in the COVID-
19 Forecast Hub, 39% use demographic data - either directly
from the ACS or indirectly via community vulnerability in-
dices like the CCVI (Smittenaar et al. 2021); and 52% of the
models incorporate human mobility data from Safegraph,
Google or Apple, among others (Google 2022; Apple 2022;
Labs 2023).

The majority of publications focused on COVID-19 case
prediction have reported results around the accuracy of the
models i.e., minimizing the difference between the predicted
cases and the actual number of cases reported. Neverthe-
less, prior work has shown that the accuracy of COVID-
19 predictions can depend on various social determinants,
including race or ethnicity (Gursoy and Kakadiaris 2022),
income, or age (Erfani and Frias-Martinez 2023), revealing
worse performance for protected attributes and pointing to
a lack on COVID-19 predictive fairness that can affect re-
source allocation and decision making. This lack of predic-
tive fairness might be related to bias in the datasets used to
train the model i.e., bias in COVID-19 case reporting or bias
in mobility data. In fact, prior work has shown COVID-19
case bias due to under-reporting issues in minority commu-
nities whereby missing racial data or misclassified race has
been a source of errors (Douglas et al. 2021) as well as in-
adequate testing for minority groups across the US, such as
Hispanic/Latino communities (Del Rios et al. 2022). Addi-
tionally, prior work has also revealed sampling bias in mo-
bility data with Black and elder communities being under-
represented because of the way mobility data is collected
(via smart phones and mobile app use) (Coston et al. 2021).

Given the presence of bias in the training datasets fre-
quently used by COVID-19 forecast models, and prior work
demonstrating that COVID-19 prediction accuracy can vary
across social determinants, we posit that it becomes criti-
cal to devise methods to prevent data biases from perco-
lating into the COVID-19 forecasts so as to guarantee fair
decision making based on case predictions. Mitigating bias
in COVID-19 forecast models can be done through pre-
processing or in-processing approaches i.e., via bias miti-
gation in the training datasets, applying correction methods
to COVID-19 counts (Angulo, Finelli, and Swerdlow 2021;
Jagodnik et al. 2020); or via de-biasing methods embed-
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ded in the predictive models that attempt to reduce data and
model bias during training (Yan, Seto, and Apostoloff 2022;
Wang and Singh 2023; Yang, Soltan, and Clifton 2022; Es-
tiri et al. 2022). In this paper, we focus on in-processing
approaches given their scarcity in the COVID-19 literature,
and propose DemOpts (Demographic Optimization) a de-
biasing method designed to achieve COVID-19 case predic-
tion error parity across racial and ethnic groups in the con-
text of deep learning models i.e., guarantee that county pre-
diction errors are not significantly different across racial and
ethnic groups. Although there exist a diverse set of COVID-
19 predictive approaches, we focus on deep learning mod-
els, because these are the most frequently used models in
the machine learning community (Meraihi et al. 2022); and
narrow down our choice to transformer-based architectures
in particular, because they are state of the art in time series
predictions (Lim et al. 2021a).

The main objective of DemOpts is to improve the fair-
ness of the COVID-19 case predictions at the county level
by achieving error parity in a regression setting (Gursoy and
Kakadiaris 2022). DemOpts proposes a novel de-biasing ap-
proach that leverages county racial and ethnic data during
training to modify conventional deep learning loss functions
so as to penalize the model for statistically significant associ-
ations between the predictive error and the race or ethnicity
distribution of a county.

Like state of the art de-biasing methods for regression set-
tings (such as Individual (Berk et al. 2017), Group (Berk
et al. 2017) and Sufficiency-based fairness correction (Shah
et al. 2022)) DemOpts can work in multimodal contexts,
allowing for deep learning models to be trained with dif-
ferent types of input data besides the COVID-19 cases, in-
cluding the use of mobility or demographic data, which are
frequently used in COVID-19 prediction models. However,
unlike state of the art de-biasing methods for regression, De-
mOpts is designed to de-bias predictions based on the rela-
tionship between the prediction errors and the percentage of
racial and ethnic groups in that county, effectively consider-
ing multiple protected groups per county in the de-biasing
process, instead of assigning a county to a unique protected
race or ethnicity.

Thus, the main contributions of this paper are:

• We present DemOpts, a novel de-biasing method for
deep learning architectures, that attempts to increase the
fairness of the COVID-19 county case predictions by
achieving error parity i.e., guarantee that prediction er-
rors are similar across racial and ethnic groups.

• The DemOpts architecture is designed to optimize for er-
ror parity across race and ethnicity using a novel multi-
label approach that allows each county to be character-
ized by its own racial and ethnic group distribution dur-
ing the de-biasing process, instead of by a unique label.

• We propose a novel evaluation protocol for the COVID-
19 context and we show that: (i) state of the art
COVID-19 county case prediction models based on
transformer architectures lack error parity when no de-
biasing method is applied i.e., prediction errors are sta-
tistically significantly different across racial and ethnic

groups; (ii) DemOpts applied to transformer-based archi-
tectures improves the error parity of COVID-19 county
case prediction models, increasing the similarity between
mean prediction errors across racial and ethnic groups,
and (iii) DemOpts de-biasing approach performs bet-
ter than existing de-biasing methods for regression set-
tings, namely, individual fairness correction, group fair-
ness correction and sufficiency-based penalty for fairness
correction.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We first
discuss the related literature, followed by a description
of the DemOpts method to achieve error parity in trans-
former based architectures, and its evaluation protocol for
the COVID-19 context, including two metrics to measure er-
ror parity. We finalize the paper presenting the evaluation of
DemOpts: first describing the datasets used, and then show-
ing how DemOpts improves fairness prediction by increas-
ing error parity across racial and ethnic groups.

2 Related Literature
In this section, we cover three areas that are of relevance to
the research proposed in this paper: deep learning models to
forecast time series data, the presence of bias in COVID-19
datasets used by COVID-19 case forecasting methods; and
approaches to measure and improve the fairness of predic-
tions in regression settings.

Deep learning based Forecasting models
Deep learning models have started to become popular in
time series prediction tasks. The available methods include,
(i) Autoregressive models, which are modifications of re-
current neural networks (RNNs) such as Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM) Networks or Gated Recurrent Networks
(GRN)(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997); (ii) Graph-
based neural networks which encapsulate spatio-temporal
aspects of data in implementations such as Graph Atten-
tion Networks (GANNs)(Velickovic et al. 2017), Spatio-
temporal Graph Convolution network (ST-GCN)(Yu, Yin,
and Zhu 2018a), NBConv (Duan et al. 2017) or GGConv(Yu,
Yin, and Zhu 2018b); and (iii) transformers, which have
gained success in various applications such as computer vi-
sion (Dosovitskiy et al. 2021; Kirillov et al. 2023), natu-
ral language processing (Radford et al. 2018; Devlin et al.
2018), speech (Latif et al. 2023) or tabular data (Liu et al.
2021; Wang et al. 2020; Yin et al. 2020). There is a
large body of work that utilizes Transformer-based archi-
tecture models (Vaswani et al. 2017) to forecast time se-
ries with state of the art performance including LogTrans
(Li et al., 2019)(Li et al. 2019), Informer (Zhou et al.,
2021) (Zhou et al. 2020), Autoformer (Wu et al., 2021)
(Wu et al. 2021), FEDformer (Zhou et al., 2022)(Zhou et al.
2022), Pyraformer (Liu et al., 2022)(Liu et al. 2022), and
PatchTST(Nie et al. 2023). In this paper, we specifically fo-
cus on the Temporal Fusion Transformer architecture (TFT)
(Lim et al. 2021b) since it allows us to easily incorporate ex-
ogenous variables (like mobility data) as well as static vari-
ables (like demographic data) on top of the COVID-19 time
series.



Bias in Mobility and COVID-19 Data
Human mobility data has been used to characterize human
behaviors in the built environment (Vieira et al. 2010; Her-
nandez et al. 2017; Frias-Martinez and Virseda 2013; Ru-
bio et al. 2010; Wu, Frias-Martinez, and Frias-Martinez
2021), for public safety (Wu et al. 2022, 2023), during epi-
demics and disasters (Wesolowski et al. 2012; Bengtsson
et al. 2015; Hong et al. 2017; Isaacman, Frias-Martinez, and
Frias-Martinez 2018; Ghurye, Krings, and Frias-Martinez
2016; Hong and Frias-Martinez 2020), as well as to support
decision making for socio-economic development (Frias-
Martinez, Virseda, and Frias-Martinez 2010; Fu et al. 2018;
Frias-Martinez, Virseda, and Gomero 2012; Hong, Frias-
Martinez, and Frias-Martinez 2016; Frias-Martinez et al.
2012). During the COVID-19 pandemic, human mobility
has also played a central role in driving decision making, ac-
knowledging the impact of human movement on virus prop-
agation (Arik et al. 2020b; Lucas, Vahedi, and Karimzadeh
2023b; Le et al. 2020b; Erfani and Frias-Martinez 2023;
Badr and Gardner 2021; Abrar et al. 2023).

Bias in mobility and COVID-19 data is being increas-
ingly discussed due to the exponential growth of COVID-19
forecasting models in the literature, and to publicly avail-
able mobility data. Mobility data has been reported to suffer
from sampling bias given that digital traces are being col-
lected from mobile apps installed on smart phones, which
limits the types of individuals from whom mobility data is
being collected. In fact, prior work has revealed sampling
bias in SafeGraph mobility data with Black and elder indi-
viduals being under-represented in the datasets (Coston et al.
2021). Critical to the research proposed in this paper, prior
work has exposed biases in COVID-19 forecasting models
(Tsai et al. 2022), and researchers have shown that COVID-
19 county prediction improvements associated to the use
of mobility data tend to take place in counties with lower
presence of protected racial and ethnic groups (Abrar et al.
2023). On the other hand, COVID-19 under-reporting bias
has been discussed in the literature (Douglas et al. 2021;
Gross et al. 2020) and points to multiple causes, including
inadequate testing across certain minority groups such as
Hispanic/Latinos (Del Rios et al. 2022); or lack of consis-
tency in reporting race and ethnicity for COVID-19 cases,
which has generated a lot of missing or incorrect racial data
in COVID-19 case statistics, as reported by the CDC (CDC
2023). Reducing the impact of mobility or COVID-19 case
bias in COVID-19 case predictions, as we do in this paper, is
of critical importance to support decision making processes
focused on resource allocation during pandemics, so as to
reduce harms and guarantee that decisions are fair and just
across racial and ethnic groups.

Fairness Metrics and Fairness Corrections in
Machine learning models
Transformer-based COVID-19 case forecast models require
the use of fairness metrics for regression settings, given that
the loss optimization process in gradient based deep learning
architectures uses real number predictions instead of classes.
Agarwal et al. (Agarwal, Dudı́k, and Wu 2019), Fitzsimons

et al. (Fitzsimons et al. 2019) or Gursoy et al. (Gursoy and
Kakadiaris 2022) outline the different aspects of fairness in
regression settings, and propose a set of fairness metrics for
regression-type models. For this paper, we use the error par-
ity metric proposed in (Gursoy and Kakadiaris 2022). Er-
ror parity requires error distributions to be statistically in-
dependent from racial and ethnic groups. We expand this
definition, and relax the statistical significance requirement,
to be able to also evaluate whether the proposed DemOpts
method can at least reduce the differences in error distribu-
tions across racial and ethnic groups, even when they are still
be statistically significantly different.

To correct for bias and unfair performance in deep
learning models, researchers have used pre-processing and
in-processing correction approaches. Pre-processing ap-
proaches focus on creating a better input for learning
deep neural network models by removing bias from the
datasets (Brunet et al. 2018),(Calmon et al. 2017); and there
have been successful efforts focused on de-biasing under-
reporting COVID-19 datasets to estimate actual cases or
deaths before they are fed into predictive models (Jagod-
nik et al. 2020; Albani et al. 2021). On the other hand, in-
processing approaches to improve the fairness of deep learn-
ing models, like the one we use in this paper, focus on the
model and its regularization, usually adding a bias correc-
tion term in the loss function (Wang and Singh 2023; Das
and Dooley 2023; Yan, Seto, and Apostoloff 2022).

In this paper, we will compare our proposed de-biasing
approach against three state-of-the-art methods for de-
biasing in regression settings: Individual fairness correc-
tion (Berk et al. 2017), Group Fairness correction (Berk
et al. 2017) and sufficiency based penalty for fairness cor-
rection (Shah et al. 2022). Individual and group fairness cal-
culate penalties by determining over-estimations across dif-
ferent groups and weighting the loss by a factor proportional
to the over-estimations; while sufficiency based regularizers
propose to make the loss independent of sensitive data at-
tributes by simultaneously training a joint model and sub-
group specific networks to achieve fair predictions (Shah
et al. 2022).

3 DemOpts Method
Our modeling focus is on deep learning models, which are
the most frequently used approach for COVID-19 county
case forecasts in the machine learning community (Meraihi
et al. 2022). We specifically focus on the Temporal Fusion
Transformer (TFT) model introduced in (Lim et al. 2021b)
for several reasons. First, this model is state of the art in
interpretable time series prediction (Lim et al. 2021b). Sec-
ond, this model allows for the use of static reals as input to
the model (attributes that do not change over the duration
of the training process such as demographic percentages or
population statistics); and third, the model works well with
time-dependent features including COVID-19 cases or mo-
bility data whereby past data influences future statistics.

Training a deep learning model has the following steps:
(1) forward pass on the training data, (2) computation of loss
and (3) backward pass to change weights of the model. De-
mOpts modifies conventional loss functions to penalize the



Figure 1: Flow Diagram for the DemOpts method.

model for any statistically significant association between
the county prediction loss (error) and the county racial and
ethnic groups. In other words, DemOpts performs a race-
based optimization on the error during model training using
county demographic racial and ethnic data. To achieve that,
DemOpts follows a three step process (see Figure 1 for a
diagram and Algorithm 1 for the pseudocode):

Step 1: Calculate Loss
To thoroughly model errors in time series, we use quantile
predictions instead of point-value predictions. Quantile pre-
dictions are measured for seven quantiles ([0.02, 0.1, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, 0.9, 0.98]) to gain insights into the uncertainty
ranges and confidence intervals of the COVID-19 county
case predictive models. When using quantile predictions, the
error is computed using the quantile loss, also known as pin-
ball loss (PBL), and defined as follows:

PBLq(yip, yi) =

{
q ∗ (yi − yip) if yi ≥ yip
(q − 1) ∗ (yi − yip) if yi < yip

(1)

For quantile q, the PBL for the prediction of a given input
Xi is PBLq(yip, yi), where yi is the ground truth and yip
is the predicted value. The average over all quantiles can be
represented as PBL(yip, yi) =

1
|q|

∑
q PBLq(yip, yi).

Step 2: Identify Dependencies between Prediction
Errors and Race and Ethnicity
To achieve error parity i.e., mean errors being independent
from racial and ethnic groups, DemOpts first determines the
relationship between errors and race and ethnic labels. For
that purpose, DemOpts fits a regression model between the
prediction losses PBL(yip, yi) across datapoints i and their
corresponding county race and ethnicity labels Di:

PBL(yip, yi) = β ∗Di + α

with Di = [d1, d2, d3, d4, lookahead]
(2)

where di are the corresponding county demographic fea-
tures extracted from the U.S. census data and represented
as the percentage of each racial and ethnic group of the
county corresponding to datapoint i, and lookahead refers

to the number of days into the future the COVID-19
case prediction was generated for. In matrix representation:
PBL(Yip, Yi) = β ∗ D + α. Once the regression model is
fit, both regression coefficients (β) and their statistical sig-
nificance (p− value) are passed on to step 3, to modify the
adjusted loss and attempt to decouple race from the errors
(loss).

Step 3: Adjust the Loss
DemOpts modifies the conventional loss of deep learning
models by adjusting for racial or ethnic bias in the error i.e.,
the loss is increased whenever a statistically significant re-
gression coefficient for a race or ethnicity is found in Step 2
(at level p−value = 0.05). By increasing the loss, DemOpts
attempts to reduce the dependency between errors and race
and ethnicity i.e., make the errors similar across racial and
ethnic groups. Specifically, the loss is adjusted by the prod-
uct of the prior loss PBL(yip, yi), the percentage race or
ethnicity Dj that holds a significant relationship with the er-
ror, and its coefficient βj in absolute value:

Ladj = PBL(yip, yi) +
∑
j

H(pvalj)(|βj |DjL)

with H(x) =

{
1 if x < 0.05,

0 if x ≥ 0.05

(3)

4 DemOpts Evaluation Protocol
In this section, we describe a novel protocol to evaluate De-
mOpts. For that purpose, we first describe the COVID-19
county case prediction model we use, and the different de-
biasing approaches we evaluate on that prediction model.
Next, we describe the error parity metrics we use to evaluate
the fairness of each prediction model; and finally, we present
the approach to analyze whether DemOpts improves the er-
ror parity metrics when compared to other state-of-the-art
de-biasing approaches for regression settings.

Predictive Model and De-Biasing Approaches
We use the Temporal Fusion Transformer model (TFT) with
the conventional pinball loss function as our baseline model



Algorithm 1: DemOpts Training

1: Input: Training set (X, D, Y), Learning rate (lr), Number of epochs
(epochs), threshold

2: Output: Trained model (M)
3: X : COVID-19 Timeseries data for all counties
4: Y : COVID-19 cases in future for all counties
5: D : Demographic data for all counties
6: Initialize model parameters randomly
7: for epoch in range(0, epochs) do
8: // sample from X,D, Y of size b
9: for (Xb, Db, Ybt) in (X,D, Y ) do

10: // Forward propagation
11: Ybp = M(Xb)

12: //Calculate QuantileLoss
13: Lb = QuantileLoss(Ybp, Ybt)

14: //Find association
15: olsreg = OLS.fit(Db, Lb)

16: pvals, betas = olsreg.pvals, olsreg.coef

17: // additional penalty on loss
18: for index in |pvals| do
19: pvali, betai = pvals[index], betas[index]

20: // Get the corresponding demographic percentage column and
all rows

21: Db,idx = Db[:, index]

22: if pvali < threshold then //this ensures significant asso-
ciation

23: Lb+ = Lb ∗ |betai| ∗ Db,idx

24: end if
25: end for
26: backpropagate(M,Lb)

27: end for
28: end for
29: return TFT

(TFTbaseline) to predict the number of COVID-19 county
cases for a given day. Input data to the TFT model include
past COVID-19 cases per county, mobility data from Safe-
Graph and race and ethnicity data for the county (further
details about these datasets are provided in the next section).

We also train and test another TFT enhanced with the De-
mOpts de-biasing method, TFTDemOpts, that adjusts the
loss computation to attempt to eliminate or reduce the de-
pendencies between error and race so as to achieve error par-
ity. In addition, we train and test three more TFTs enhanced
with state-of-the-art de-biasing methods for regression set-
tings namely, individual fairness TFTIndividual (Berk et al.
2017), group fairness TFTGroup (Berk et al. 2017), and
sufficiency based regularizer TFTSufficiency (Shah et al.
2022). Individual and group fairness methods calculate
penalties by determining over-estimations across different
groups and weighting the loss by a factor proportional to
the over-estimations; while the sufficiency based regularizer
trains a joint model and group-specific networks to achieve
fair predictions. We replicate their methodology and adapt
it to the forecasting setting by keeping TFT as the common
network in the training process.

Table 1: Majority label counts

Majority label Count
Asian 6
Black 127

Hispanic 126
White 2825

Measuring Model Fairness
We choose error parity as our fairness metric (Gursoy and
Kakadiaris 2022) with a focus on evaluating whether the
distribution of predictive errors at the county level is inde-
pendent of county race and ethnicity i.e., prediction errors
are not statistically significantly different across racial and
ethnic groups. To measure the fairness of each of the mod-
els TFTbaseline, TFTDemOpts, TFTIndividual, TFTGroup

and TFTSufficiency , we propose a two-step process.
Step 1: Associate errors to county race or ethnicity. To

carry out the fairness analysis, we need to associate the PBL
error of each county with race and ethnicity labels. How-
ever, that would require access to race-stratified COVID-
19 case data at the county level, unfortunately not avail-
able due to systemic data collection failures during the pan-
demic (Kader and Smith 2021). Hence, we propose to asso-
ciate each county and its error to the majority race: we label
each county with the race or ethnicity that has the highest
population percentage in that county. Following this proce-
dure and using data from the 2019 U.S. Census, our fairness
analysis will consider the following race and ethnic groups:
Asian, Black, Hispanic and White. Table 1 shows the dis-
tribution of U.S. counties into these four racial and ethnic
groups, and Figure 2 shows a color-coded map with the ma-
jority racial or ethnic group for each county. During the fair-
ness analysis, we will refer to majority White counties as the
unprotected group, and majority Black, Hispanic or Asian
counties as the protected groups.

In addition, we normalize each county PBL error by 1,000
county population people. The normalization by county pop-
ulation allows us to scale the errors appropriately, since
higher population counties will have higher case counts and
thus, higher magnitude of error. Normalizing by population
fairly compares error per unit population of one county with
another.

NormPBL(ypi, yti) =
1000 ∗ PBL(ypi, yti)

popi
(4)

where yi is the ground truth, yip is the predicted value, and
popi is the county population.

Step 2: Compute fairness metric. Once PBLs have been
associated with racial and ethnic groups in the U.S., we can
compute the error parity i.e., the fairness metric focused on
evaluating whether the prediction errors are different across
race and ethnicity. We propose two metrics to measure the
error parity of COVID-19 county case predictions: hard er-
ror parity and soft error parity. Next, we explain how we
implement them and why both are needed.



Figure 2: Counties with majority based labels.

Hard Error Parity Metric. Model predictions exhibit hard
error parity when no statistical significant difference ex-
ists between county case normalized mean prediction errors
(NormPBL) across racial or ethnic groups. In other words,
normalized mean PBL errors across counties of different
racial and ethnic groups are similar and hence not biased by
race or ethnicity. To test for the hard error parity of a predic-
tion model, we propose to run one-way ANOVA followed
by post-hoc Tukey HSD tests between the county normal-
ized mean error distributions of all racial and ethnic groups.
ANOVA tests have been shown to be an adequate choice
even in violation of normality, and in the presence of un-
equal sample sizes, like our majority race/ethnic distribu-
tions; thus, we choose this parametric test due to its superior
strength (Blanca Mena et al. 2017; Zimmerman 1987).

Rejecting the null hypothesis for ANOVA would point to
significantly different mean error values across some racial
or ethnic groups, and to a lack of perfect hard error par-
ity. The subsequent analysis of the post-hoc Tukey-HSD test
would reveal the pairs of racial and ethnic groups whose
mean error values are significantly different, and their nu-
merical difference. The Tukey test also highlights the pairs
of racial and ethnic groups for which the mean error is
not statistically significantly different, pointing to instances
where hard error parity exists for that model. However, as
Table 1 shows, the number of points in some distributions
might not be sufficient to reveal statistically significant re-
sults (Nature 2019). Thus, we also propose a relaxed defini-
tion of error parity: soft error parity.

Soft Error Parity Metric. Instead of measuring the statis-
tical significance of the relationship between county race
labels and county errors, we propose to use the Accuracy
Equity Ratio metric (AER) (Castelnovo et al. 2022). AER
computes the ratio between the errors of the protected and
unprotected groups as follows:

AERpg =
AvgNormPBL(yp, yt, pg)

AvgNormPBL(yp, yt, unpg)
(5)

where subscript pg indicates counties labeled as protected

group (Black, Hispanic or Asian), unpg indicates coun-
ties labeled as the unprotected group (White), and Avg-
NormPBL is the average of the normalized PBL across all
counties for a given racial group g (pg or unpg):

AvgNormPBL(yp, yt, g) =
∑
i∈cg

NormPBL(ypi, yti)

|cg|
(6)

As defined, the AER metric goes from 0 to ∞. AER
values in the range 0 to 1 indicate comparatively lower nor-
malized PBL for protected groups, which means the model
predictions could be biased - have higher errors - for White
majority counties; while AER values larger than one indi-
cate that the model could be biased against the protected
group i.e., the prediction errors are larger for counties with
majority Black, Hispanic or Asian population. Values close
to one indicate parity in error distribution between the pro-
tected group counties and the majority White counties. We
claim that a predictive model achieves soft error parity for
a given protected group when the AER value is close to
one, that is, the mean predictive error between that protected
group and the White race is similar.

DemOpts Over State-of-the-Art
To assess whether DemOpts is a better de-biasing approach
than state-of-the-art methods, we need to compare the er-
ror parity metrics of the COVID-19 county case prediction
model enhanced with the DemOpts method TFTDemOpts

against the error parity metrics of the same prediction
model enhanced with the other de-biasing approaches (in-
dividual TFTIndividual, group TFTGroup or sufficiency
TFTSufficiency) as well as with the baseline COVID-19
county case prediction model without any de-biasing ap-
proach, TFTBaseline.

Next we describe how we carry out this analysis for the
hard and soft error parity metrics.

Hard Error Parity Evaluation.
We compute the hard error parity metric for each of the

COVID-19 county case prediction model, using one-way



ANOVA and the post-hoc Tukey-HSD test. An exploration
of the statistical significance of the mean error difference
for each pair of racial and ethnic groups will reveal whether
applying DemOpts to the COVID-19 case prediction model
produces less instances of significant mean prediction error
differences than any of the other de-biasing methods or the
baseline. In other words, a decrease in the number of sig-
nificantly different mean PBL errors between races would
point to an achievement of hard error parity for more racial
and ethnic groups that other state-of-the-art de-biasing ap-
proaches, or than the baseline.

Soft Error Parity Evaluation. To assess whether De-
mOpts applied to a COVID-19 case prediction model has
higher soft error parity than any of the other state-of-the-
art de-biasing approaches, we propose to compare the AER
values for each protected race and ethnic group across
the five models: TFTDemOpts, TFTIndividual, TFTGroup,
TFTSufficiency and TFTBaseline. Since AER values rep-
resent the quotient between the normalized mean predic-
tion errors of a protected race/ethnicity versus White coun-
ties, the model with more AER values closer to one will
be the approach with the highest soft error parity. To mea-
sure AER’s distance to one, we compute the distance =
|1−AERrace| for each race and ethnic group, which repre-
sents the distance to a perfect soft parity error of 1. Distances
closer to zero reveal better soft parities i.e., soft parity values
closer to one.

5 DemOpts Evaluation Results
We first present the datasets and the models used to train and
test the COVID-19 county case prediction models with and
without de-biasing approaches. We finalize discussing the
hard and soft error parity analysis for TFTDemOpts by com-
paring it against the other state-of-the-art de-biasing meth-
ods and against the baseline.

Datasets
In this paper, we train TFT COVID-19 county case predic-
tion models for the U.S. using COVID-19 case data, as well
as mobility and demographic data. Mobility data has been
used by prior work in an attempt to inform case prediction
via human mobility behaviors, under the assumption that the
way people move might have an impact on the spreading of
the epidemic. On the other hand, demographic data either
raw from the census, or combined in different types of vul-
nerability indices, has also been shown to be helpful in pre-
dicting COVID-19 prevalence, given the fact that COVID-
19 has heavily affected vulnerable populations (Gross et al.
2020).

COVID-19 Case Data. We use the COVID-19 case data
compiled by the New York Times at the county level (Times
2021). We account for delayed reporting, by using the 7-day
daily rolling average of COVID-19 cases (computed as the
average of its current value and 6 prior days) instead of raw
counts. As stated in the Introduction, case numbers might
not be reflective of the actual spread of COVID-19 for spe-
cific racial and ethnic groups, and such under-reporting bias
could in turn affect the fairness of the COVID-19 predictions
(Douglas et al. 2021; Del Rios et al. 2022).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Case counts per 1000 population for all eth-
nicities and race. (b) Case counts per 1000 population using
majority based labelling of counties. Note scale difference in
y-axis.

Figure 3a reflects the daily COVID-19 reported cases
throughout the data collection period and Figure 3b shows
the case temporal distribution per race and ethnicity.

Fairness Method F(x,y)

Baseline 1195.398**
Demopts 668.769**
Group 1455.528**
Individual 1469.698**
Sufficiency 1195.651**

Table 2: ANOVA F-test statistic comparing the mean predic-
tion error for each TFT prediction model: baseline and TFTs
enhanced with de-biasing methods. All tests were significant
with p-value < 0.01 (**) with DF (3,3080).



Figure 4: Mobility for all ethnicity and races.

SafeGraph Mobility Data. SafeGraph open sourced the
mobility patterns of smart phone app users at the onset of
the pandemic. These data points are curated by tracking the
movements of millions of pseudonymized users via mobile
app SDKs. Based on the data available, we use the daily O-
D (origin-destination) county to county flows (Kang et al.
2020). O-D flows represent the volume of trips between
pairs of counties across the United States for each day. For
O-D flows, we only use SafeGraph inflow (i.e. the mobility
to the county). The inflow mobility is measured as changes
in volumes of flows with respect to a baseline of normal
behavior computed by SafeGraph using mobility data be-
tween the period February 17, 2020 to March 7, 2020. Prior
work has shown sampling bias in mobility datasets reveal-
ing that not all races and ethnicities are equally represented
(Coston et al. 2021; Schlosser et al. 2021). It has also been
shown that sampling bias in the mobility data can nega-
tively impact downstream tasks such as COVID-19 forecast-
ing (Abrar et al. 2023). While the addition of mobility could
potentially help improve the prediction accuracy and sup-
port better decision making, it introduces bias. Our empir-
ical analysis of DemOpts aims to understand whether the
de-biasing method proposed in this paper can improve the
fairness of COVID-19 county case predictive models when
mobility data is used as input into the predictive model. Fig-
ure 3a depicts the daily average mobility across all counties
in the US throughout the data collection period.

Race and Ethnicity Data. We retrieve the race and eth-
nicity data from each county in the U.S. from the American
Community survey (ACS). The ACS survey collects data
annually from all 50 states, Puerto Rico and Washington
DC. We use the population race and ethnicity information
for each county, and consider the following labels: Asian,
Black, Hispanic and White.

COVID-19 Case Prediction Models
We use COVID-19 case data as well as SafeGraph mobil-
ity data from March 18, 2020 to November 30, 2020 for
the training (207 days) and testing (49 days) of the TFT

COVID-19 county case prediction models. The forecast task
is the prediction of the number of COVID-19 cases for a
given county for day X + 1 to X + 49 i.e., the following 3
months (long-term forecasting with lookahead values from
1 to 49). Specifically, we train and test: (1) the TFTbaseline,
a TFT prediction model without a de-biasing method; (2)
the TFTIndividual, TFTGroup and TFTSufficiency, TFT
prediction models with state-of-the-art de-biasing methods
and (3) TFTDemOpts, a TFT prediction model enhanced
with our proposed de-biasing method. All five models are
trained and tested for exactly the same temporal range; and
all are implemented using the pytorch-forecasting library.
Although COVID-19 county case data as well as mobility
data are available for longer periods of time, we decided to
limit the period of analysis to a time before COVID-19 vac-
cines were available, given that after that event, research has
revealed a very unclear relationship between mobility data
and post-vaccines COVID-19 case volumes (Gatalo et al.
2021). Once all models have been trained, we use the pre-
diction errors (PBL) per racial and ethnic group to analyze
and compare their hard and soft error parity.

Hard Error Parity Analysis
ANOVA tests of the normalized mean PBL error distribu-
tions across race and ethnic groups for each de-biasing ap-
proach were all significant, pointing to a dependency be-
tween race and the normalized prediction errors. Table 2
shows the F-statistic and test significance for each of the
prediction models with and without de-biasing approaches.
The significant ANOVA tests reveal that perfect hard error
parity is not achieved by any of the de-biasing methods. In
other words, for some racial and ethnic groups there exist
statistically significant differences between their mean PBL
prediction errors and those of other racial and ethnic groups;
and this effect happens for the TFTbaseline as well as across
all the other predictive models enhanced with a de-biasing
approach.

Nevertheless, post-hoc Tukey-HSD tests revealed inter-
esting nuanced results, showing significant differences in er-
rors only between specific pairs of racial and ethnic groups.

Table 3 shows the post-hoc Tukey-HSD test results for
each COVID-19 case predictive model: the baseline and
each of the four models enhanced with a de-biasing ap-
proach. Each row represents the output of the post-hoc
test i.e., the difference between the normalized mean PBL
error of Group 1 and Group2 i.e., NormPBLGroup1 −
NormPBLGroup2. If the difference is positive, it means
that the normalized mean predictive error is higher for
Group 1; if the difference is negative, the normalized PBL is
higher for Group 2. The asterisks indicate whether the dif-
ference is statistically significant or not.

The first relevant observation in looking at the table is
that the baseline model, focused on predicting COVID-19
county cases with no de-biasing approach, is highly biased,
with statistically significant differences between the mean
normalized errors across all pairs of races, except for the
comparison between Asian and Black counties as well as
Hispanic and White counties, for which there is no statis-
tically significant difference between the prediction errors.



Fairness Method Baseline DemOpts Group Individual Sufficiency
Group1 Group2

Asian Black -0.118 1.327 -0.202 -0.126 -0.119
Hispanic -2.302** -0.771 -2.659** -2.507** -2.297**
White -2.064** -0.968 -2.515** -2.517** -2.061**

Black Hispanic -2.184** -2.098** -2.457** -2.381** -2.178**
White -1.946** -2.295** -2.313** -2.391** -1.942**

Hispanic White 0.238 -0.197 0.144 -0.01 0.236

Table 3: Hard error parity analysis. Each number represents the difference between the mean normalized PBL loss for each pair
of racial and ethnic groups, and its statistical significance i.e., whether the difference is statistically significant or not (with **
p-value < 0.01, * p-value < 0.1). Bolded numbers represent the instances where DemOpts has removed a significant difference
in mean PBL errors, improving over the baseline and all the other de-biasing methods. DemOpts achieves hard error parity for
Asian counties.

Fairness Method Baseline Demopts Group Individual Sufficiency
Group

Asian 0.811 0.248 0.842 0.850 0.811
Black 0.764 0.588 0.774 0.807 0.764
Hispanic 0.093 0.051 0.048 0.003 0.093

Table 4: Soft error parity analysis. Each number represents the distance (|1 − AERrace|) for each protected group and de-
biasing method. For each protected race/ethnicity, distances closer to zero represent higher soft error parity (signaled in bold
font). TFTDemOpts achieves the highest soft error parity for two of the three protected races under study. TFTIndividual

achieves the best soft error parity for the Hispanic counties when compared to prediction errors in White counties.

These results reveal that there is no racial group or ethnic-
ity that achieves hard error parity, and motivates our explo-
ration of whether state-of-the-art de-biasing methods or our
proposed DemOpts can improve the hard error parity results
of the baseline model.

Looking at Table 3, we can observe that predictive mod-
els enhanced with the Individual, Group, or Sufficiency de-
biasing methods do not improve the hard error parity over
the baseline. In fact, each pair of racial and ethnic groups
whose prediction error distributions are significantly differ-
ent for the baseline (rows with asterisks in the Baseline
column), remain significantly different for the Individual,
Group and Sufficiency de-biasing methods (rows with as-
terisks in the Individual, Group and Sufficiency columns).
Looking at the significant mean PBL differences between
racial and ethnic groups for the baseline and the state-of-
the art de-biasing models, we observe that all coefficients
have similar values, signaling similar significant mean PBL
differences between racial and ethnic groups (with values
between 1.942 and 2.659 error cases by 1,000 population).
The sign of the coefficients reveals higher mean PBL er-
rors for Hispanic and White counties when compared to
Asian counties or Black counties; and higher mean PBL er-
rors for White counties when compared to Hispanic coun-
ties across all five models (baseline and four de-biasing
approaches). For example, Hispanic and White counties
have mean prediction errors 2.302 and 2.064 higher, when
compared to Asian counties and while using the baseline
model; and Hispanic and White counties have errors 2.184
and 1.946 higher when compared to Black counties and

while using the baseline model. Notably, all predictive mod-
els including the baseline and those enhanced with a de-
biasing method (TFTDemOpts, TFTGroup, TFTIndividual

and TFTSufficiency) achieve hard error parity between
Asian and Black counties and between Hispanic and White
counties i.e., the mean error difference between these coun-
ties is not significant. But even more interesting is the fact
that DemOpts is the only de-biasing method that achieves
hard error parity in more cases than the baseline, effectively
removing some of the associations between race and eth-
nicity and the normalized mean error distribution (PBL).
Specifically, DemOpts removes the significant difference be-
tween the prediction errors of Asian and White counties,
and of Asian and Hispanic counties (see bolded values in
the Table), effectively achieving hard error parity for Asian
counties i.e., the mean PBL in Asian counties is always
similar to the mean error in counties of all the other racial
and ethnic groups. And these DemOpts improvements take
place while maintaining the TFTbaseline hard error parity
between Asian and Black and Hispanic and White coun-
ties - also present in the other three de-biasing methods. In
other words, DemOpts improves the hard error parity of
COVID-19 county case predictions for two more racial
and ethnic pairs than any of the other de-biasing meth-
ods.

Finally, when looking specifically into the hard error par-
ity between protected (Asian, Black and Hispanic) and un-
protected groups (White), DemOpts achieves hard error par-
ity for Asian and Hispanic i.e., their mean prediction errors
are not significantly different with respect to the White race;



Fairness Method Baseline Demopts Group Individual Sufficiency
Group

Asian 0.482 2.938 0.472 0.444 0.479
Black 0.600 1.611 0.674 0.570 0.598
Hispanic 2.784 3.709 3.131 2.951 2.776
White 2.546 3.906 2.987 2.961 2.540

Table 5: Average prediction error (PBL) for each racial and ethnic group and for each TFT COVID-19 county case prediction
model: baseline model, and models enhanced with a de-biasing method (Individual, Group, Sufficiency and DemOpts). De-
mOpts achieves fairness by increasing mean errors for the Asian and Black groups.

while the baseline and the other three de-biasing methods
only achieve hard error parity for the Hispanic group when
compared to White. These findings with respect to the White
group lead us to evaluate the soft error parity of the different
models, to understand, for example, if DemOpts achieves
the best soft error parity for the Black group (since hard er-
ror parity was not achieved), or to see if DemOpts has better
soft error parity than other de-biasing methods for Asian or
Hispanic groups. Next, we explore the soft error parity met-
ric for the TFT baseline and for all TFT models enhanced
with de-biasing approaches.

Soft Error Parity Analysis
Table 4 shows the distance to the perfect soft error parity for
each of the de-biasing approaches and across all protected
racial and ethnic groups. As we can observe, DemOpts has
the smallest values - closest distances to perfect soft error
parity - for Asian and Black counties; while the Individual
de-biasing method almost achieves perfect soft error par-
ity for the Hispanic counties. In other words, the errors for
Asian and Black counties are the closest to errors in White
counties for the proposed DemOpts method, while the Indi-
vidual de-biasing model achieves errors for Hispanic coun-
ties that are the closest to the White group. In addition, it
is important to highlight that the Group and Sufficiency de-
biasing methods achieve soft error parities that are similar to
the TFTbaseline which is not enhanced with any de-biasing
method. Overall, these results reveal that DemOpts is the
de-biasing approach that improves the most the soft er-
ror parity of COVID-19 county case prediction models,
with errors for Asian and Black counties being the clos-
est to errors in White counties; while the Individual de-
biasing method achieves the closest errors to the White
race for Hispanic counties only.

Why is DemOpts better?
The results have shown that DemOpts is the only de-biasing
approach to achieve both hard or soft error parity for all
three racial minority groups when compared to the White
race. In an attempt to understand why DemOpts succeeds in
increasing both hard and soft error parity in the context of
COVID-19 county case predictions, and when compared to
other de-biasing methods, we computed the average PBL for
each racial and ethnic group and for each predictive model
enhanced, or not, with a de-biasing method (see Table 5).

We can observe that DemOpts achieves better hard and
soft error parity metrics because it considerably increases
the errors for Asian and Black counties with respect to the
baseline, until the differences with Hispanic and White are
made not statistically significant (hard error parity) or closer
to the White mean errors (soft error parity). This result also
points to another interesting insight: the fact that DemOpts’
optimization could not decrease prediction errors while try-
ing to improve fairness, when fairness is measured via statis-
tical significance, showing a fairness-accuracy trade-off that
has been reported previously in the literature (Kim, Chen,
and Talwalkar 2020). Finally, it is also important to clar-
ify that, in practice, the prediction error increases brought
about by DemOpts are not that large, with increases between
1−2.5 error cases by 1,000 people. We posit that these small
increases are acceptable if that is the requirement to guaran-
tee hard and soft error parity across protected and unpro-
tected racial and ethnic groups.

6 Conclusion
In the past four years, researchers have worked profusely on
the creation of accurate COVID-19 case prediction models
using not only historical COVID-19 cases but also comple-
mentary data such as human mobility or socio-demographic
information. However, there exists prior work showing that
the accuracy of COVID-19 predictions can depend on var-
ious social determinants, including race and ethnicity, in-
come, or age, revealing worse performance for protected at-
tributes and pointing to a lack on COVID-19 predictive fair-
ness that could affect resource allocation and decision mak-
ing.

In this paper, we show that state of the art architectures
in COVID-19 case predictions (TFT models) incur in un-
fair prediction error distributions, and we design a novel de-
biasing approach to increase the fairness of the predictions in
the context of COVID-19 county case predictions. The new
proposed de-biasing approach, DemOpts, modifies the loss
function in deep learning models to reduce the dependencies
between error distributions and racial and ethnic labels. Our
results show that DemOpts improves the most both the hard
and soft error parity of COVID-19 county case predictions
when compared to state-of-the-art de-biasing methods.
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